
13.  When the seven bowl judgments are poured out, what will be

finished?

14.  In Revelation 10:7, the word “mystery” refers to a what?

15.  What are some things that are a mystery to us today?

16.  In chapters 12,13,14, and 15, we are taken back through the

tribulation to give us more details about what?

17.  T or F: The sets of judgments are sequential-one after another,

which means that they are equally spaced out over the 7 year period.

18.  The text of Revelation 11:15-19 are dripping with the thoughts

and words of what Old Testament passage?

19.  Why does the Bible have the statements of v.15 concerning the

establishment of the kingdom in the past tense, when it is still future

at this point in Revelation?

20.  What is going on in heaven in these verses?

21.  All of human history and all of prophecy has been moving toward

what point?

22.  The Lord Jesus Christ will sit on whose throne?

23.  The Lord Jesus Christ will rule in what?

24.  When the seventh angel sounds his trumpet, there will be what in

heaven?

25. In contrast to this passage, what was there in heaven when the seventh

seal was broken (in chapter 8)?

26.  Who are the 24 elders seen in verse 16?

27.  Elders are the spiritual leaders of what/who?

28.  What three things (characterized by the elders seen in Revelation 4) are

promised to the church in the New Testament:

a.  C_____________________

b.  White R________________

c.  T_____________________

29.  Why is the number 24 used in Revelation 4 and 11 when referring to

the church?

30.  The 24 elders are probably representatives of the what?

31.  What do the 24 elders do when the seventh trumpet is blown?

32.  What prayer of the church down through the centuries is about to be

answered in this section?

33.  How do the 24 elders refer to God in their worship?

34.  Rather than being afraid because of all the catastrophic judgments of

the tribulation, the nations will have the audacity to be what?

35.  In chapter 6, we see that the nations were what?

36.  In Revelation 11:18 we see that the people did what?

37.  How are the wicked referred to or described at the end of verse 18?

38.  During the days of Solomon’s temple, what was in the holy of holies?

And who was the only person who could go into this area?



39.  In this Revelation, John sees that what is opened in heaven for all

to see?

40.  The ark symbolized what?

41.  This is a symbolic way of saying that all of us who belong to the

Lord will be able to do what?

42.  What is your eternal destiny?

43.  Are you headed for destruction by God or are you headed for

God’s glorious kingdom?

44.  Are you a member of His kingdom and willingly surrendered to

His rulership, or are you a member of Satan’s kingdom and living your

life for yourself?

45.  Are you the king of your own little kingdom or have you

submitted your life to the King of kings and Lord of lords, the Lord

Jesus Christ?  

 

For The Next Study In Revelation:

1) Read through Revelation 1:1-11:19 one time.

2) Read Revelation 12:1-6 each day this week and make some

notes about some observations you make in these verses about what

is happening.

3) Formulate questions from your reading that you would like

to have answered.

WHEN GOD’S WRATH HAS FULLY COME

Revelation 11:15-19

(Series #27)

  The following are questions designed to facilitate greater learning and

deeper understanding of spiritual truths presented in the sermon: “When

God’s Wrath Has Fully Come”.  All of the questions are answered as the

sermon is presented.  We hope that it will be a catalyst to spiritual growth

in your life.

1.  The day is coming when God’s wrath will finally obliterate all what?

2.  In Revelation 11:15-19 we come to the seventh what?

3.  What is between the sixth and seventh trumpet?

4.  The purpose of the interlude seems to be to assure God’s people that in

spite of all the catastrophes taking place on earth during the tribulation

period, God has not what?

5.  Why is God inflicting so many of these catastrophes on the earth?

6.  The seven trumpets are expressions of God’s what?

7.  The seventh trumpet contains what?

8.  What 7 judgments are the culmination and final expression of God’s

wrath?

9.  In Revelation 10:5, why does the angel raise his right hand?

10.  On whose behalf is the angel of chapter 10 acting on?

11.  What is the oath that is taken by the angel in chapter 10?



12.  By the time we get to this point in the judgments, there will no

longer be any what?
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